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CRITERIA
ALL-TIME LETTERWINNERS

STATESBORO - The Georgia Southern Athletics Department announced Thursday the implementation of a new letterwinner policy to recognize all-around performance and participation of its student-athletes. This policy went into effect on Aug. 1, 2017 and the 125 fall letterwinners have been announced. Additionally, a system for recognizing former letterwinners has also been posted and information can be found below.

"We are very proud of our letterwinners," said Director of Athletics Tom Kleinlein. "When you earn a letter from Georgia Southern, it not only represents your strength on the playing field, but also represents the student-athlete's commitment to doing things the right way. This new program is a great way to honor those who represent Georgia Southern in a positive manner and we're excited to recognize the inaugural class."

Georgia Southern University's Athletic Department Letterwinner's Award Policy is in place to establish guidelines for the student-athletes whom have taken exemplary measures to achieve perseverance, commitment, dedication and unselfish attitude on and off the field. Georgia Southern will present the Letterwinner's Awards to those student-athletes designated as deserving of such by the respective head coach, with the approval of the Athletic Senior Staff. As long as a student-athlete fits within the guidelines below they will be awarded an Eagle head bust with subsequent annual recognition for the years they have participated at GS intercollegiate athletics. Each year has a designated award that will be presented to the student-athlete with recognition at a team function. Award winners must meet the requirements and have been actively participating on a sports team to be considered for the GS Letterwinner's Award.

In order to receive the appropriate award, the student-athlete must:
• Must appear in at least one regular non-exhibition contest
• Maintain good academic standing that includes, but not limited to, all guidelines and protocols in place via Student-Athlete Services.
• Have had no violations of the student-athlete handbook and/or Eagle Way Creed.
• Have had no GS Code of Conduct violations pending, accused or adjudicated where they have been found guilty.
• Maintained eligibility within the NCAA guidelines.
• Removal from the team - either by the coach, the athletic department or one's self - before the end of the season, disqualifies one from consideration.

Awards presented are as such:
• First varsity letter earned: Eagle Head Bust plate with year of award
• Second varsity letter earned: Plate with year of award
• Third varsity letter earned: Plate with year of award
• Fourth varsity letter earned: Plate with year of award, blazer and lapel pin

Four-year letterwinners will receive a senior navy blazer and lapel pin for their contributions. These awards will be handed out at the end-of-the-year athletic department ceremony.

Former student-athletes are also encouraged to submit their information to be included on the master list of all-time letterwinners at Georgia Southern. Please go to this link to fill out the information and your name will be added.

The full set of criteria for the new policy can be found here while the master list of past letterwinners can be found here.

The fall letterwinners are as follows:
Abdellaoui, Adam - MS - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Adams, Kendall - VB - 2016, 2017
Amici, Claire - WS - 2017
Anderson, Darion - FB - 2017
Anthony, LaBaron - FB - 2017
Ausin, Nicole - WS - 2016, 2017
Bass, Tyler - FB - 2016, 2017
Baker Jr., Darrell - FB - 2017
Ball, Skyler - VB - 2017
Belvin, Jacorey - FB - 2017
Birch, Brooke - VB - 2016, 2017
Borjesson, Elsa - WS - 2016, 2017
Boudreaux, Brogan - WS - 2017
Bowdry, Jay - FB - 2016, 2017
Boynton, Tommy - FB - 2014, 2015, 2017
Bradley, Todd - FB - 2016, 2017
Brattum, Frida - WS - 2016, 2017
Brunson, Monquavion - FB - 2016, 2017
Brown Jr., Melton - FB - 2017
Brown, Kado - FB - 2017
Byrd, Rashad - FB - 2017
Campbell, Myles - FB - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Carbonell, Javier - MS - 2017
Carlson, Sebastian - MS - 2017
Chevalier, Megan - VB - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Choi, Sam - MS - 2017
Cooper, Deshon - FB - 2017
Cooper, Jakob - FB - 2017
Cortes, Aldair - MS - 2017
Culbreth, Jeremiah - FB - 2015, 2016, 2017
DelRosa, Chris - FB - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Doyal, Shelby - VB - 2017
Ecton, Lane - FB - 2017
Ecton, Lane - FB - 2017
Edwards, Jake - FB - 2017
Edwards, Lawrence - FB - 2017
Estrada, Daniela - WS - 2016, 2017
Fields, Wesley - FB - 2015, 2016, 2017
Fjaer, Torgeir - MS - 2016, 2017
Floott, Robert - MS - 2017
Flynn, Matt - FB - 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Freeman, Sean - FB - 2017
Garrett, Monte - FB - 2017
Glenn, D'Ondre - FB - 2017
Godfrey, Demarcus - FB - 2016, 2017
Gordon, Tyler - WS - 2017
Grall, Drake - FB - 2017
Gregerson, Sebastian - MS - 2017
Griffin, Quan - FB - 2017
Gustafsson, Elvira - WS - 2017
Gustafsson, Victor - MS - 2017
Hager, Lauren - VB - 2017
Harris Jr., Chris - FB - 2017
Henry, Malik - FB - 2015, 2016, 2017
Herzog, Chase - MS - 2015, 2016, 2017
Hylton, Juveina - WS - 2017
Hunt, Logan - FB - 2015, 2016, 2017
Johnson III, Raymond - FB - 2017
Johnson Jr., George - FB - 2017
Jones, Landon - VB - 2017
Jones, Madeline - WS - 2015, 2016, 2017
Juul, Rasmus - MS - 2016, 2017
Karinshak, Lauren - WS - 2016, 2017
Kelly, Caleb - FB - 2017
Kennedy III, Wesley - FB - 2017
Klintworth, Maddie - WS - 2017